Maximize Rooftop
Productivity with AccuTrac EZ

Newly-designed “can’t miss”
wide mouth feeder tube can help
increase fastener loading speed!

Easy-to-use depth adjustment ring
sets the precise depth for each
fastener/plate to avoid over- and
under-driving for a quality
installation.

Accommodates fasteners up to
8-inches in length.

Highly visible orange “screw-in chamber”
indicators alert users to avoid loading two
screws at the same time.

Simplified and easy bit replacement
process saves time.

Accomplish more projects with
interchangeable boots for installing
AccuTrac Insulation Plates and
RhinoBond Plates.

Redesigned plate shuttle
links are easier to compress
for all day comfort.
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Superior productivity.
Superior performance.
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AccuTrac EZ is the “stand-up tool” for contractors who want to win more projects, install more squares per day,
and maximize rooftop productivity when installing insulation fasteners and plates.
Compatible with a variety of OMG Fasteners including #12 Standard, #14 Heavy Duty, and #15 XHD.

Maximize Rooftop
Productivity with RhinoTrac EZ

Easy-to-use depth adjustment ring
sets the precise depth for each
fastener/plate to avoid over- and
under-driving for a quality
installation.

Newly-designed “can’t miss”
wide mouth feeder tube can help
increase fastener loading speed!
Accommodates fasteners up to
8-inches in length.

Highly visible orange “screw-in chamber”
indicators alert users to avoid loading two
screws at the same time.

Simplified and easy bit replacement
process saves time.
Accomplish more projects with
interchangeable boots for installing
RhinoBond and AccuTrac Insulation Plates.
Redesigned plate shuttle
links are easier to compress
for all day comfort.
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Superior productivity.
Superior performance.
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RhinoTrac EZ is the “stand-up tool” for contractors who want to win more projects, install more squares per day,
and maximize rooftop productivity when installing RhinoBond plates.
Compatible with a variety of OMG Fasteners including #12 Standard, #14 Heavy Duty, and #15 XHD.

